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Background

Temporal clustering of training data slows category learning

Smoothness in learning mechanism benefits from clustering in training data

Batching magnified the clustering effect such that
batches with more novelty performed better.
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• How does temporal clustering in the training data affect the learning
process?
• What are the consequences of learning from temporally clustered
information when learning unfolds over time?

Effects of temporal smoothness generalize to a biologically-plausible
learning mechanism

Test Error

Learning representations may benefit from clustering in training.
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Do our findings generalize to more biologically plausible learning
algorithms? We tested Difference Target Propagation [4], which
addresses two of implausible aspects of the backpropagation algorithm:
1) The learning architecture has both feedforward and feedback flow
of activity.
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Catastrophic Interference seems to affect category-learning and representation-learning
differently.

2) Weight updates only require units to access local information:
their pre- and post-synaptic activations.
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Representation learning does not exhibit catastrophic interference

Methods
Simulation of temporal clustering in the training data
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Different levels of processing in the brain have different timescales such that these
timescales vary hierarchically across the cortex.

Test Accuracy

Classic neural network research suggests that blocked learning leads to
“catastrophic interference” [1]. Behavioral work in humans revealed mixed
evidence for the learning effects of blocked and interleaved exposure [2].
Here, we return to a computational approach, considering how different
levels of temporal clustering impact both category learning and
representation learning. In addition, we examine the effects of temporal
clustering on biologically plausible learning algorithms, where the learning
mechanism is smooth in time.

Consistent with catastrophic interference theory, we found that greater temporal clustering
worsened learning. Moreover, we found that any level of temporal clustering slows category
learning – even the clustering that arises by change in random sequences. Thus, sampling
with maximum novelty produces the lowest error and highest accuracy.
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Information from the world arrives in temporal clusters. For example, we
might see several examples of dogs outdoors and then several examples
of chairs after we return home. As we move through the world, we learn
the labels for objects (category learning) and we learn the detailed
structure of each item (representation learning). How is our learning
affected by the fact that we encounter temporal clusters of similar items?

Learning in the brain unfolds over time
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Conclusions
1. Any levels of temporal clustering, even the clustering that arises in random sampling, slows category learning. Thus, training of neural
networks can be accelerated by entirely eliminating category repetitions.
2. In contrast to classification learning, temporal clustering of the training data did not impair representation learning.
3. Temporal clustering of training data can be beneficial when there is temporal smoothness in the learning mechanism. This effect is
observed both for backpropagation training and for training using a more biologically plausible rule, target propagation .
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